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1st lecture The Rise of the Novel الكويز:
20 عدد الأسئلة:

-كبرياء- تم إنشاءه بواسطة:

1) there are two main approaches to the English novel

- historical and Method

- historical and practical 

- practical and Method

2) The 18th century is usually referred to as the age of enlightenment

- because it brought light to the education.

- because it brought light to the Church .

- because it brought light to the human mind. 

3) The previous ages were dark and there was

- negative attitude toward new ideas of any kind 

- with attitude toward new ideas of any kind

- it were not interest by attitude toward new ideas of any kind

4) who was called the 18the century the age of reason

- Tomas Paine 

- Norton Anthology

- Daniel Defoe

5) why they called the 18th century the age of reason.

- The reason depends on thinking only .

- The reason depends on thinking and using of the human mind. 

- The reason depends on thinking and methods .

6) According to the Norton Anthology of English literature, In the Previous ages of the 18th century
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- the earth was the center of the universe where a single sun moved around it. 

- the earth was the not a center of the universe

- the universe was the center of the earth where a single sun moved around it.

7) In which century ,England was a great power in the world, even it became the most powerful empire.

- 16 th

- 17 th 

- 18 th

8) was the date of restoring the monarchy by King Charles II

- 1660 

- 1760

- 1600

9) it was called the Glorious Revolution because there was

- no bloodshed. 

- bloodshed.

- because it was build paces.

10) In 18th century ,there were two political parties in England

- The labor & Tory Group

- Tory & Whig Group 

- Whig & Tory Group

11) Romanticism was reaction against

- novel

- poetry

- reason 

12) established the Royal Society

- William
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- Mary

- James II

- Charles II 

13) The illegitimate son of Charles II wanted to be the king. He led an uprising against James II, but..

- he failed. 

- he succeed.

- he didn't make any thing

14) the Glorious Revolution happened in

- 1630

- 1688 

- 1700

15) The Augustan Age, why were called that

- this came from the name the place

- this came from the name the Month of August

- this came from the name the first Roman emperor 

16) England the Restoration , it is happened in

- 1660 

- 1770

- 1800

17) there are tow Kinds of literature at the 17th and 18th centuries

- poetry & novel

- Poetry & drama 

- drama & novel

18) There are many reason of , drama had been weakened In the 18th , one of this not correct

- As result of that novels flourished and grew quickly
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- Drama was also the vehicle for the political comments of writers

- censorship after the License Act

- because the drama very boring and the people want new thing 

19) All kind of poetry were written in

- the 18th century 

- the 16th century

- the 17th century

20) Nearly at end of the 18th century, 1798 is a very important literary date

- It is the beginning of a new movement which is Novel .

- It is the beginning of a new movement which is Romanticism. 

- It is the beginning of a new movement which is Poetry .
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